Birmingham-Southern College offers a variety of programs that allow you to study comparative literature and writing in an international setting.

University of Birmingham - England (UK)
Hong Kong Baptist University - China
University of Cape Town - South Africa
University of Limerick - Ireland
University of Glasgow - Scotland (UK)
Queen’s University (CIEE) Internships/Research-N. Ireland (UK)
Stellenbosch University (AIFS)-South Africa
University of Otago (TEAN)-New Zealand
Charles University (AIFS)-Czech Republic

Preferred terms of study abroad:
- Sophomore year
- Junior year
- All summer terms
- E-Terms (EH/CL299-Classical and Renaissance Italy or HRC299: Human Rights in AL and Ireland)

Learning outcomes of the English major:
- Analyze a literary text for form, structure, and genre
- Form a thesis and support it with a coherent and unified essay structure
- Formulate a sound argument based upon textual and contextual evidence
- Apply and integrate scholarly material
- Produce prose with a clear, confident voice

Application and Deadlines on the back
Application Checklist for Study Abroad

Deadlines: (Semester deadlines are 9 months in advance of departure)

- E-Term Contracts: Third Friday in October
- Fall: Last Wednesday in November
- Academic Year: Last Wednesday in November
- Summer: Last Wednesday in January
- Spring: Last Wednesday in April

- Complete the “Application for Study Abroad” on Engage.
- Complete the Scholarship Application on Engage to be considered for study abroad funding.
- Ask a faculty member to send Anne Ledvina (aledvina@bsc.edu) an informal e-mail stating your ability to succeed academically and socially abroad.
- Make an appointment to meet with Anne Ledvina (aledvina@bsc.edu/226-7722) in the Krulak Institute (suite 280/268) to talk about the next steps.

That’s it! Super easy!

Karley Chamblee
(University of Limerick)

“Being abroad generated a deeper appreciation for the diversity of people, cultures, and environments. The experiences and the transitions that occur before, during, and after studying abroad have been some of the most challenging, profound, and beautiful. Taking the opportunity to live and learn in another context, to re-become, is something I will now always encourage others to do.”

Sophie Cheng
Hong Kong Baptist University

“I learned so much about myself. I became more confident and independent. I befriended people from different cultures. I got to taste incredible food that I’ve never tried before. And I got to visit other Asian countries since the plane tickets were much cheaper than they would be coming from the US! It was 100000% worthwhile.”

David Litton
(University of Birmingham)

“Yes! I had the time of my life and met so many great friends. Along with the ability to travel, when I was not traveling the time I spent at the university was amazing. The overall openness to me from my flat mates was really nice. It changed my mind about what I want to do after I graduate, and I am now hoping to get a job in England after graduating.”